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BUILD DATE

PO1

Brecon Bridge

SO 043 286

16th C

PO2

Crickhowell Bridge

SO 214 181

17th C

PO3

Felindre Bridge

SO 178 232

c1700

PO4

Llangynidr Bridge

SO 152 203

17th C

PO5

Old Pont Dolanog

SJ 065 127

17th C

PO6

Pont Abercamlais

SN 965 290

17th C

PO7

Pont-y-Clochydd

SH 990 120

15th C

PO8

Pont y Glascoed

SJ 214 276

17th C

PO9

Presteigne Lugg Bridge

SO 317 646

17th/18th C

Information sheets for all the bridges listed are provided.
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PO1. Brecon Bridge over the River Usk is on the B4601, the main route into Brecon from the south and west. It
was built in 1563, replacing a bridge destroyed by floods about 35 years earlier. It was substantially repaired in
1772, and then widened in 1794 from 4.5m to 6.6m. Thereafter, the bridge remained largely unaltered until Jervoise
viewed it in 1932, but in 1970s a new deck with walkways and metal railings projecting on each face was
superposed on the surviving lower stonework. The 18th century widening which took place upstream is hard to
detect in the soffits, but there are differences in the grading of the coursed rubble blocks in the imposts which give
a clue. The main indicator is that the double flush arch rings of the original structure, shown in the photograph
below, taken from downstream, were reduced to a single arch ring on the extension. Otherwise, the bridge retains
the seven segmental arches spanning c8m each, of the 16 th century structure and with broad piers, has a total
length of 75m. There are a total of 12 large cutwaters, upstream and downstream which once rose to refuges at
carriageway level, and the piers rest on very prominent plinths probably built up relatively recently. The bridge can
be viewed from both upstream and downstream, but the new decking and especially the plinths dominate, and
some would say ruin, the appearance, with the old bridge remnants recessed and diminished.
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PO2. Crickhowell Bridge is situated to the
south-west of the town from which it takes its
name, and carries the A4077 across the River
Usk. It was documented in 1538, but it is likely
that the present structure, as seen from
downstream owes much more to a rebuild
carried out in the period 1690- 1706. Crickhowell
Bridge was widened upstream in the early 19th
century to the present 5.4m from c3m, as shown
by the discontinuity in the soffits in the
photograph alongside, taken from downstream,
but it still carries one-way traffic only. Shortly
afterwards, two of the upstream extension
arches at the north-east end were subsumed into
one, as shown in the middle photograph. The
fabric of the bridge is coursed rubble and the
original bridge had double arch rings in two
orders, with the inner ring deeper. As built, the
bridge had 13 arches, of spans in the range 5.1m
to 8.6m giving with the broad piers a total bridge
length of 126m, the longest stone bridge in
Wales. Viewed from upstream, the bridge has 12
arches, and each has a single arch ring
surmounted by a prominent string course,
features just about visible in the view of the
’double arch’ of span, 11.7m. There are large Vshaped cutwaters on both faces which rise to
provide refuges at carriageway level. The
parapets are no doubt fairly late additions. The bridge can be viewed easily on both faces, as in the downstream
photograph, below and on a warm day as when I visited, it was the scene of much ‘tombstoning’ which seemed a
hazardous pursuit given the shallowness of the river.
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PO3. Felindre Bridge carries a minor road west from the A479, over the River Rhiangoll, (a tributary of the
River Usk) into the village of Felindre, a 2½km north-west of Tretower. It comprises two near-equal segmental
arches with a total length of 11m, so I guess that each arch spans c4.5; its width is only 2.1m. The fabric is
coursed rubble while the single deep arch rings are made up of shaped but undressed voussoirs. There are
large cutwaters upstream and downstream which rise to provide refuges on the roadway. The Listing gives the
build-date as c1700, and it is difficult to imagine that as narrow an access bridge would be built later than that.
Access is fairly good on the downstream west bank, but autumn foliage obstructed the view when I visited, as
shown in the photograph below.
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PO4. Llangynidr Bridge carries the B4560 over the River Usk, 7km upstream from Crickhowell where there is
a bridge with similar features. Although some date this bridge as early as the 16th century, the 17th century
seems equally likely, on the grounds of style; Jervoise refers to documented repairs in 1707 which fits well
enough with the later date. The bridge comprises 6 deep segmental arches which give it height, and it is
appreciably humped. The arches range in span between 6.7m near the banks to 9.3m at the centre, and with
broad piers, the bridge length is 69m in total and the width only 2.4m, between the parapets. The fabric is rubble
and there are double arch rings in two orders with the lower sets substantially deeper; the soffits are smooth.
Triangular cutwaters on each face rise to provide refuges on the carriageways. The downstream aspect of the
bridge is easily viewed from the road, though parking a car is an issue, but certainly the first sight on approach
from the south is impressive.
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PO5. Old Pont Dolanog has been bypassed and now sits alongside the B4382, crossing the River Vrynwy, a
tributary of the upper River Severn in the village from which it takes its name, c19 kilometres north-west of
Welshpool. It is rubble-built with a single, slightly irregular segmental arch spanning c12m, according to the
Listed Buildings site, though it looks a bit less than that to me. There are single flush arch rings made up of
roughly cut end-on voussoirs. The roadway is 2.5m wide, and has not been widened. The Listing assigns the
bridge to the 17/18th century, and I cannot argue with that; features which might have narrowed the age range
down are absent from a rather nondescript structure. Access to view the upstream face is fair.
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PO6. Pont Abercamlais crosses the River Usk just north of the A40, about 11km west of Brecon. It is within
private property so cannot be closely approached, but can be observed from an access road. It comprises 4
segmental stilted arches, of which unfortunately only the two central arches, each 8.5m in span, can be seen in
the photograph below. The outer two span 4.5m to the north bank, and 8m to the south, so that the total length
must be close to 40m. The west (upstream) face which is in view shows clear evidence of widening, albeit by a
relatively small amount, certainly less than 1m; the extensions are slightly shallower arches resting on the
cutwaters. The piers are heavy and have large cutwaters upstream, and downstream, as can be seen on the
google-map view, but while the latter three rise to roadway level to form refuges, those upstream seem to be
tapered off at parapet level. The roadway appears to be of the order of 3.5m wide, so must originally have been
c2.7m wide. The fabric is random rubble though the single flush arch rings are made from narrow shaped blocks.
The bridge is dated by the Listing to c1600 with the widening operation carried out in 1660. This is one of many
fine bridges along the River Usk, and yields little to any of them as a spectacle, and it is unfortunate that access
is so restricted.
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PO7. Pont-y-Clochydd crosses the Afon Twrch, a short distance upstream of its juncture with the Afon Banwy,
a tributary of the River Severn, near the hamlet of Foel, 25km west of Welshpool. My attempt to visit this bridge
was defeated by weather, and I have been disappointed to find no photograph on the internet, of a bridge said
to have existed in the 15th century, and to have been used by both Owain Glendower, and Henry Tudor, later
King Henry VII. The Listing states that it is a slate rubble bridge with a single segmental arch spanning 8m, with
single arch rings of rough-cut voussoirs. The bridge carries a cobbled track, 2.5m wide between un-coped rubble
parapets which are 1m high. I hope a usable photograph will emerge soon.
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PO8. Pont y Glascoed is close to the border between Wales and England, carrying a minor road over the River
Cynllaith, a River Severn feeder stream; it is just to the south-east of a village called Llansilin, and west of
Oswestry. The bridge comprises two segmental arches, each spanning near 4m, and the upstream face shows
single arch rings recessed below hood moulds, and a cutwater cut off below the parapets. The fabric is rubble,
coursed in places, but the parapets comprise slabs placed on end. Access was impossible other than from the
road, so the following is speculative; the downstream arch rings seemed very deeply recessed, and conformed
more to a pattern of double arch rings in two orders, than that described upstream, and there is no cutwater.
The bridge is 5m wide and the possible differences between the faces make me suspect it has been widened
downstream. Unfortunately the Wikimedia photograph I have had to use does not show the soffits sharply
enough to answer the question, though there are certainly marks in the soffits of the left-hand arch. The Listing
seems to settle on the 17th century as the likely build-date, and I have no reason to dispute that.
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PO9. Presteigne Lugg Bridge crosses the River Lugg in Broad Street in the village of Presteigne. Although
Leland mentioned a bridge here, the present structure is thought to date from a century later than his journeys,
i.e., from the 17th century, though in truth its appearance would allow a date of the 18 th century to be assigned
without much dispute. It is a rubble-built structure with three segmental arches set upon prominent plinths, each
with single arch-rings flush with the faces of the bridge. There are two cutwaters upstream and downstream,
which are unusually large in proportion to the scale of the bridge, and they rise to provide refuges. The total
length of the bridge is 15m, with the largest arch spanning 3m, and the roadway is 3.6m wide. A short distance
to the north-east of the bridge is a second one, perhaps built a century later, which must once have spanned a
mill leet, but is now dry. Access is fair, though inhibited by the proximity of private dwellings. I will register doubts
about the age of the bridge by classing it as 17/18th century.
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GM1. Bridgend New Inn Bridge carries the
B4267 over the River Ogmore on the southwestern outskirts of Bridgend, and once formed
a link in the main route to south-west Wales. It is
rubble-built and comprises 4 irregular pointed
arches with a total length of 25m; the central
arches are of greater span, c5.5m. The arches
have single flush arch rings with fairly rough-cut
voussoirs, except for the two arches on the west
which have been refaced downstream. The Vshaped cutwaters are stepped above the crowns
of the arch to points below the tops of the
parapets. The arched ports above the two
eastern arches, on the downstream face, were
to allow sheep- washing, hence the other name for the bridge, ‘The Dipping Bridge’. All these features are visible in
the photographs. It has a fairly pronounced hump and is just less than 3m wide, between the parapets; in spite of
appearances caused by a trick of the light in the photograph below, the bridge has not been widened. It is listed in
Leland’s itineraries, and it is reasonable to assign it to the late 15 th century. Access is very good downstream, from
where the photographs were taken but greatly obscured by foliage, upstream.
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GM2. Bridgend Old Bridge over the River
Ogmore is in the centre of the town. When built
in the period 1425-1452, it had 5 arches, three
crossing the river, with a flood arch at each end,
but Leland observed four only, so perhaps that
at the town, east, end had already been
incorporated in buildings, as happened to the
flood arch at the west end in time. In the mid-18th
century, floods damaged the two western river
arches, which were reconstituted as a single
arch in 1775, leaving the bridge with its present
appearance, shown below. There are two
unequal arches of spans 13.7 and 6.9m,
separated by a pier carrying cutwaters which rise
to refuges, built mainly of coursed rubble and
with single flush arch rings. The eastern arch,
now a flood arch is thus the survivor from the
original bridge but viewed from downstream the
fabric is uniform across the whole bridge.
However, viewed from upstream the fabric of the
eastern arch is coarser and random, as shown
alongside, and this suggests to me that the
bridge was widened downstream in 1775, to the
present 2.6m between the parapets. There is no
totally convincing evidence of this in the soffits
though there are plenty colour striations. Access
is generally good, though the view of the more
interesting eastern arch is restricted.
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GM3. Cheriton Packhorse Bridge: My view of this bridge was restricted to a glimpse from the nearby bridleway
leading from Kittlehill because I failed to find the pathway of which it forms part. Accordingly I have had to use
a photograph posted on Wikimedia by a Mr. Taylor. The bridge crosses a stream called Burry Pill east of the
village of Cheriton at the north-west of the Gower Peninsula. It comprises three arches of span c1.5m, the two
outer ones obviously segmental, but the central one with a definite point. The fabric is rubble and the arches
have single flush arch rings, with smaller, coarser voussoirs on the central one. The trackway is grass-covered
and 2.5m wide; there seems to be no evidence of widening. There are no parapets. The Listed Buildings site
dates the bridge to the early 17th century, linking it to a mill which was nearby, but suggests that the central arch
was reconstructed at a later unknown date, rather begging the question of why it has a form typical of much
older arches.
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GM4. Leckwith Bridge sits alongside the B4267 and crosses the Ely River on the western outskirts of Cardiff,
close to Cardiff City football stadium. In the 1930s Jervoise expressed the hope that it would be preserved, just
after it had been bypassed, and it has been, though its situation is rather depressing with a new concrete bridge
towering above, and unprepossessing trading sites to which it now gives access, immediately adjacent. The
Listing suggests that it is medieval in origin, and postulates a 17 th century reconstruction; it looks as if the central
arch has been rebuilt, probably in the 18th century, but there is no reason to doubt that some of the bridge is
much older. Leland refers to the bridge as in good condition in 1536, and it would seem reasonable to assign it
to the late 15th century. It is rubble built, with the central arch segmental and plain, but the two outer arches are
pointed with double arch rings in two orders, though the upstream face of the arch to the right in the photograph
has only a single flush arch ring like the central arch; the soffits are smooth. The bridge is of length 23.5m, with
the two pointed arches spanning c4.5m, and the width between the parapets is 2.75m. There are sizeable Vshaped cutwaters upstream and downstream, and they rise to provide refuges. Access is reasonable around
the bridge, once the complex road system which now surrounds it has been negotiated.
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GM5. Llanmihangel Mill Bridge carries a track over the River Cynffig, on the north side of the small town of
Pyle. As can mostly be seen from the photograph of the upstream face below, it has 3 arches, two segmental,
but according to the Listing, that to the left, hidden by a bush is now a rectangular culvert; it is c3m wide.
Otherwise the bridge is hump-backed, without cutwaters and with single arch rings in which, unusually, alternate
voussoirs project slightly. The Listing describes the bridge as post-medieval which I take to mean 16th or at
latest 17th century, perhaps based on the antiquity of the mill to which it leads, but my own estimate would be
17/18th century. When I visited, I was unable to establish whether the bridge had been widened. The only point
of access is upstream and the bridge is far more overgrown and so harder to view than in the photograph which
I have taken from a listing of buildings possibly at risk.
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GM6. Miskin Bridge carries a minor road over
the River Ely, on the south side of the village of
Miskin, itself a southern outlier of Llantrisant.
Jervoise refers to a bridge with two pointed
arches which by implication was built in the late
16th century. He refers to its widening upstream
from 3m to 5.4m, and unfortunately it is only that
face which is accessible. The lower photograph
reveals a rubble-built bridge of two segmental
arches, spanning 6.3m and 6.35m to make up a
total length of just over 16m; there are single
flush arch rings, and the extension might date
from c1800 date. The

upper

photograph

certainly shows that widening has taken place
and there is just a suggestion that a slightly
tighter original arch could be rising towards a
point. A surprise is that the ‘older’ downstream
soffits look very much as though they have been
lined with bricks above the imposts, which must
be the result of a repair, perhaps, even that
carried out in 2010. Otherwise, I must accept the
dating by Jervoise.
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GM7. Pont Y Mister is a bridge to the south of the town of Risca, immediately north of the A467, and carries a
track over the River Ebbw. It comprises two unequal shallow segmental arches, the larger spanning c8.5m,
giving a total length of close to 22m. The smaller arch, to the south is lower, though the pathway above it is
higher, and there are heavy string courses above the crown of this arch, which curiously reappear higher in the
spandrels but extend only a very short distance across the other arch. The fabric is rubble of varying degrees
of order, but the single flush arch rings are dressed, if uneven in thickness. The large triangular cutwaters are
tapered off just below the tops of the parapets, upstream and downstream. The pathway is 2.7m wide, and the
bridge has not been widened. The Listing implies that the bridge dates to no later than the 17 th century, and that
it was an important link between communities. The statement there that it was remodelled in the early 19th
century probably implies a substantial rebuild, and I have a hunch that there may originally have been 3 arches,
and that two were replaced by one. That would account for the very different spans of the arches, and differences
in detail between them. Access is confined to the north bank, upstream, from where the photograph below was
taken.
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GM1M. Coity Castle Moat Bridge; Coity Castle
is in the north-east of Bridgend, a town 28km
west of Cardiff. The first castle on the moated
site was built in the 11th century, but the south
bridge over the moat, viewed from the west in
the photograph, was most likely built in the 16th
century. 18th century prints suggest that it might
then have had a wider archway and low parapets. The fabric is coursed rubble, less ordered above. The bridge is
presently c4m wide carrying a grassed trackway, taking the form of a pierced causeway with a stilted segmental
aperture spanning 0.55m, and with single flush arch rings; a typical configuration for moat bridges of the period.
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GW1. Aberbeeg Packhorse Bridge is close to
a roundabout where the A467 crosses the Ebbw
River, and lies beside the B4471, and near a
railway bridge, in the village from which it takes
its name. Unfortunately the unpromising nature
of its surroundings conveyed by this description
is echoed by its treatment, because a large pipe
has been run between the abutments just above
the level from which the single segmental arch
springs and intrusive metal railings have been
provided at each face. Dainty modern stone
blocks serve as the surface of the pathway, and
there are steps at the western end. The dressed voussoirs are presumably original, and the remainder of the lower
part of the structure is rubble-built. The span, across a small tributary of the Ebbw River is about 10m; the width
between the railings is 2.2m which is of course large for a packhorse bridge, nor are the steps which must be a late
addition, compatible with that description. The Listing states that the bridge was first documented in 1659, though
it has obviously been much modified since. Access is reasonable around the bridge, though finding it is not
straightforward.
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GW2. Abergavenny Bridge carries the A4143
over the River Usk, to the south- west of
Abergavenny. It was formerly known as Tudor
Bridge, because it has been recorded as being
built by command of Jasper Tudor, later Duke of
Bedford and Baron Abergavenny, during the
late-15th century reign of King Henry VI. The
Listing dismisses such an early build-date
describing the bridge as 'stylistically later’, and
suggests the 17th century; the existence of a
number of pointed arches, albeit stilted, conflicts
with that assertion, though the plain design
supports it. My own view is that the pointed
arches are very likely to be 15th century
survivals, though much of the fabric is of a later
date. The downstream view of the bridge, below, shows it as perhaps it appeared in the 17 th century, with four
earlier pointed arches to the north and three segmental, making up the total of 7, the largest of which span c7m,
and contribute to a total length of 63m. It was greatly widened, upstream, in the early 19 th century, from 3.6m to
around 9m without preserving the arch shapes in the extension, as can be seen in the photograph above taken
from downstream. The older bridge fabric is quite fine grade rubble, and the arches had single, flush arch rings.
The view of the extension from upstream is limited, but it can be seen that the cutwaters are stepped. The Listing
states that the arches are all segmental and stilted, which is not the case. Access is much better downstream.
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GW3. Devil’s Bridge, Gellifelen crosses a
gorge above a waterfall, on the River Clydach, a
tributary of the River Usk, south of the A465 and
just east of Brynmawr. My own visit was thwarted
by major roadworks which cut the bridge off from
the major road referred to above, so I have had
to rely on a rather distant photograph, taken from
a website, UKsouthwest. As can just about be
seen the bridge comprises a single stilted, deep
segmental arch with single arch rings of shaped
voussoirs. There are low parapets on which
modern

railings

have

been

mounted.

Unfortunately, I have found no indication of
dimensions. The Listing links the bridge firmly to
the opening of ironworks nearby in 1684, so on
that basis I will class it as a 17th century bridge.
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GW4. Monmouth Wye Bridge is on the east side of the town of Monmouth, carrying the A466 across the River
Wye. The fabric is red and buff sandstone ashlar with some patching. The bridge as-built had five river arches,
semi-circular according to Jervoise, spanning 10.8m each, but there are now shallower segmental extensions
to both faces carried on the large sharply pointed cutwaters; whether they once rose to refuges is unknown.
Corbel brackets carry altered parapet walls on either side and there are projecting features with pyramid finials
between each arch. The width between the parapets is now 9.1m, and although I have been unable to get any
definite value for the original width, it cannot have exceeded half that; the total span is 70m. Although medieval
bridges are recorded on the site, they may have been wooden, and the present bridge dates from a complete
rebuild in 1615; curiously it was then stated to have seven arches, but only five were recorded by the early 19th
century. The causeway leading to the bridge from the east is penetrated by three segmental arches, so I
suppose that could have led to confusion. The modifications associated with the widening of the bridge were
carried out from 1878. Access around the bridge is quite good, though there are limitations, while the traffic load
is heavy. Nonetheless the bridge, even in its extended state, is a really fine spectacle which would perhaps get
more attention if the town was not also the location of a famous gated bridge over the River Monnow.
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GW5. Monnow Bridge crosses the east-flowing
River Monnow which divides the town of
Monmouth. It is the sole remaining medieval
fortified river bridge in Britain, with a gate tower
on the bridge. The stone bridge, shown
alongside, probably dates from late in the 13th
century. During 1988-1990, work strengthening
the foundations revealed remains of a wooden
bridge below the present one, and tests on the
timbers suggested that they had been felled in
the later 12th century; it is still in situ. The
gatehouse was not an original feature of the
bridge, but formed part of new town defences
built early in the 14th century. At first Monnow
Gate was without the three machicolation arches
that today form a prominent part of its façade;
they were added during a much later widening
operation. The largest two of the three arches,
which were semi- circular, each spanned 9m,
with the other slightly smaller, and with the
substantial piers the bridge length was 34m. Each original arch rests upon three heavy ribs. The width was at first
3.3m but the distance between the parapets is now 7.2m mainly because the bridge was widened at both faces
during the first half of the 19th century; by slightly over 1m on the upstream side and 1.5m on the downstream side;
no effort was made to disguise the fact that the medieval bridge had been enclosed in a 19 th century façade. It is
really only by looking below the arches, and of course at the gatehouse, that the medieval origins can be fully
appreciated. The bridge which carried traffic south out of the town, remained a bottle-neck, and was finally bypassed in 2004,
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GW6. Pont Rhys Powell carries a minor road
over Afon Honddu, a tributary of the River
Monnow, just north of the village of Stanton, itself
north of Abergavenny. It comprises two shallow
segmental, stilted arches, which were originally
only 2.4m wide, but have been widened as can
be seen in the photograph alongside to give a
roadway 3.9m wide. The change in grade of the
coursed sandstone rubble material in the soffits
gives the best clue. The single flush arch rings
are made up of roughly shaped narrow voussoirs.
The cutwaters on each face are large, and are
tapered off just below the tops of the parapets.
The Listing describes the bridge as 17 th century,
though without documentation there cannot be
certainty. Access was reasonable to view the downstream face, or at least some of it, but obstructing foliage was
something of a problem.
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GW1M. Clawdd Du Bridge, in Monmouth crosses the Black Dyke, which was a Norman English defensive
works, south of the River Monnow extending 550m, and comprising a ditch 10m wide, filled at need from the
nearby river, with an inner raised bank topped by a wooden stockade. A wooden removable bridge probably
existed from the 13th century, and was replaced by the present stone structure, perhaps in the 16th century. It
comprises two slightly irregular semi-circular arches spanning c3.5m each, with a heavy central pier. There are
cutwaters on each face, and they rise to the level of the paved path. There may once have been masonry
parapets but now metal railings contain a pathway a bit less than 2m wide, and exclude the top surfaces of the
cutwaters. The fabric is rubble with roughly cut voussoirs in single arch rings, though those in the northern arch
(to the left in the photograph) look dressed. It is hard to believe that approval could have been given to thread
a pipe through a 500 year old bridge, or that it is allowed to remain there. Access is good.
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GW2M. Raglan Castle South Gate Bridge is part of the castle built in the 15th and 16th centuries by the Herbert
family; it is just north of the A40, roughly midway between Monmouth and Abergavenny. There are a number of
bridges on the site, but the oldest complete one is just outside the South Gate, and is shown below. It was
probably always dry, resting above what is now a walkway, but at one time a ditch. It comprises two near-semicircular arches, each spanning c4m, separated by a slender pier and carries a walkway c4m wide contained
within low kerbs. The fabric is coursed rubble and there are single flush arch rings of roughly- shaped, edge-on
voussoirs. It is firmly attributed to the mid-16th century.

Of the other castle bridges, the most impressive at first sight, is the ornate ogee-shaped arch connecting the
inner keep, over a moat, to the rest of the castle. However what we see now is a complete rebuild carried out
in the 1950s, supposedly to the same pattern as the bridge which in the mid-16th century, replaced a drawbridge.
There are likely to be remnants of this bridge, and indeed the supports for its predecessors, in the lower parts
of the abutments. There is also a bridge of two unequal rounded arches outside the main gateway to the east,
which will have replaced another drawbridge, perhaps as early as the 16th century, though it looks to have been
subjected to considerable restoration.
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